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Comments:
It is NOT a conspiracy theory, but reality that Americans are standing by watching as officials from Mainland Chinese move to this country and are buying up land, with cash; this is also what Muslims do, each time they buy land to plant another mosque, it is viewed by their religion as another part of America that Mohammad now OWNS. We need to start using common sense and pass local laws forbidding the sale of our local land to anyone from terrorist or adversarial nations such as Mainland communist China (vs Taiwan), Iraq, and the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip of Israel, Oooh, THAT's discrimination! So is "critical race theory" being taught on our tax money, blatantly teaching hate and intolerance against White Anglo-Saxtons to American kids in Kindergarten. Why is THAT lawful?

Just as New Mexicans initiated the nationwide 2A Sanctuaries, we should also be the ones to deny suspicious adversaries access to purchase New Mexico land. We've already had a horrifying recent incident involving unthinkable attempts by foreign Muslims in northern New Mexico to carry out jihad upon our precious, innocent school children, being mindful they murdered one of the children in their own company. It proves that some groups simply can not assimilate peaceably, and actually have no intention to concern themselves with civility, ever.

Having said all this, it is my hope that Sandoval County becomes a sanctuary jurisdiction from suspicious foreign land-buyers, by law. Would you folks consider passing such a law?